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Police Force
Case study - South Yorkshire Police Force

Healthcare Services 
Case study - Cockermouth’s Healthcare centre

Local Authority
Case study - Wyreforest District Council

The Defence Sector 
Case study - Partnership with Amey

Fire Services
Case study - West Midlands Fire Service



We understand that the use of effective and reliable data is becoming ever more 
crucial in helping you to target resources to effectively protect civilians and 
property against a multitude of threats. Facing financial pressures to lower the 
annual I.T. bill, new innovations and efficiencies need to be sought to provide public 
purse savings. With police forces across the UK faced with expensive, fragmented 
and outdated systems it is resulting in those that are responsible for data centre 
management, now looking for new ways in which to make savings through the 
implementation of innovative technology solutions. Our mission critical data centre 
solutions will not only assist you in driving efficiencies but will also provide you with 
a reliable, quality and world-class facility.

Police Forces 
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Workspace Technology delivers secure and resilient 
Data Centre Infrastructure and Mission Critical Power 
for police forces across the UK. 

Do you have outdated systems?
Repurposing – We can transform your old outdated data centre into a fit for purpose solution by 
repurposing the space. Alternatively, we can install one of our prefabricated data centre solutions 
that offers construction offsite and can be deployed with minimal disruption to your operations.

Limited Budget?
Funding Options – To help spread the cost of such a significant investment we can provide a 
range of leasing options to assist with the funding of your project. An ideal solution for meeting 
budget targets and maintaining control over your finances.

Lack of specialist resource?
Dedicated Project Team – Our professional and trusted team can deliver your project from start 
to finish with minimal involvement from your internal workforce leaving you to get on with what 
you do best.

Immediate access required?
Accessibility 24/7 – You can have complete access and control to your data whenever you need 
it with our on-premise infrastructure. Not only that but by having the data centre facility onsite 
you can have complete control preventing potential security breaches and unplanned downtime.

No time for downtime?
UPS – Experiencing downtime is not an option and by integrating the use of resilient power via 
generator sets or UPS systems you can be assured that you maintain access to your valuable 
data.



The building chosen to house the new data centre had limited external space, given that a 
250kW 2N cooling system was required the lack of space for external plant would be a real 
challenge.

The Challenge 

Whilst the building didn’t have much external space what it did have, was a high ceiling 
and windows, allowing Workspace Technology’s design team to specify a mezzanine plant 
deck. A ‘White Space’ would be formed below the mezzanine to house the rack 
infrastructure.  
 
Workspace Technology deployed as the primary cooling their industry leading Freecool® 
Evaporative Data Centre Cooling system, with an annualised PUE of sub 1.15. Air intake 
and exit air paths were created by replacing the windows with grilles, Cool air is ducted 
via the mezzanine floor directly into the data centre cold aisles. Hot air is drawn out of 
the hot aisles by fans into the upper level ‘hot chamber’ where it either exits the building 
or is recirculated dependent on external ambient air temperatures. 
 
The data centre cooling supports 2N levels of resilience. Should there be a Freecool® 
system failure, or if programmable environmental conditions are breached, or a ‘fire’ 
event occurs, the system will automatically switch-over to the backup 250kW Denco  
Happel DMA095 CRAC units. 
 
The electrical infrastructure includes Schneider Electric switchgear, fitted with meters 
installed on all key power circuits. The Power Monitoring Expert system allows close 
monitoring of energy performance. 
 
Netbotz environmental monitoring, Pelco security cameras and DCIM management 
software manages the data centre’s assets, resource use and operational status.

The Solution
If Narnia had a data centre this would probably be it! 
Walk into the white space and it looks like any other 
modern data centre facility, the hidden secret is the 
high performance cooling system that purrs away 
quietly out of sight away on the plant deck above, 
providing the added security feature that there is 
little, from the outside to distinguish this building as 
a data centre. 
 
Not only does this data centre provide excellent 
resilience and availability, it also has great energy 
efficiency, reducing the PUE > 2.0 from its legacy 
data centre to an average PUE of 1.15 delivering 
an estimated. reduction of 237t of CO2 emissions 
whilst saving approx. £45k in energy costs per year. 
 
South Yorkshire Police are now in possession of an 
energy efficient, cost effective, secure and unique 
shared data centre facility that will be a talking point 
for years to come. 
 
Workspace Technology Ltd provided a turn key 
service including Design, Construction, Electrical 
Infrastructure, Switchgear, UPS, Genset Cooling, Air 
Containment, Fire Suppression, Rack Infrastructure 
and Monitoring, providing the client with a 
commoditised solution – a professional, accountable, 
single vendor provider.

The Benefits

South Yorkshire Police needed a specialist data centre design and build company to deliver its 
new £1.5 million, 40 rack data centre, replacing it’s end of life legacy facility. The Shared Services 

Facility is designed to house services for South Yorkshire and neighbouring Police Authorities.



Reviewed the current server room design 
and made recommendations ensuring that 
the final layout would be fit for purpose.

Planned the space for maximum cabinet 
deployment with full service access.

Produced a full set of ‘recommended’ 
drawings and design brief detailing all 
aspects of the server room fit-out.

Provided details of monitoring, cable routing 
and power distribution which formed part of 
the consultancy engagement.

Day One and future maximum room loads 
were calculated.

Workspace Technology Provides 
Server Room Consultancy Services 
for West Midlands Fire Services for 
its New Corporate Headquarters.
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Fire Services 



Plans were proposed for new Headquarters for West Midlands Fire Services with the project being a 
traditional architectural lead package constructed by the appointed main contractor. As part of the 
project two core server rooms were to be deployed to ensure suitability of the server rooms.

WMFS were looking to undertake due diligence on the design. This was to ensure that the rooms 
would be fit for purpose and would support the predicted communications and server equipment 
that would be deployed over a number of years. WMFS tendered for a specialist to provide server 
room consultancy services. Workspace Technology was selected having clearly demonstrated its 
expertise for contemporary server room design and technology. 

Workspace Technology employed its ‘EcoDesignTM’ principles for server room 
technology. EcoDesignTM represents Workspace Technology’s commitment to 
help clients reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment of energy 
efficient technology and designs.

Based on the already constructed rooms and in a limited amount of time, 
Workspace Technology helped produce a full set of ‘recommended’ drawings 
and a design brief detailing all aspects of the server room fit-out.

Day one and future maximum room loads were calculated. Workspace 
Technology recommended AC positions and planned the space for maximum 
cabinet deployment with full service access. Details of monitoring, cable 
routing and power distribution all formed part of the consultancy engagement. 
The overall design will help WMFS deliver a more energy efficient solution with 
improved Data Centre Efficiency (DCE) ratios, now and in the future.

“Workspace Technology made a significant contribution to ensuring that 
the investment within the server room was maximised”. DannyMcMillian, 
Secondee to the WMFS Relocation Team. 

The SolutionThe Challenge 
The original brief was to understand the I.T requirements of WMFS, to review 
the current server room design (part of the M&E package) and to make 
recommendations to ensure the final layouts would be fit for purpose. 

Like many new builds the server room space was seen as a secondary 
requirement. Due to the critical ‘life saving’ nature of the services delivered 
by WMFS, I.T availability was paramount.

Following a review of the requirements it became clear that the original 
procurement and deployment plan needed to be amended to ensure that 
the completed Server Room fulfilled West Midlands Fire Service’s exact 
requirements. Workspace Technology organised a design meeting at short 
notice with all parties present to understand the proposed technology and 
survey the physical space.

Once a server room’s core infrastructure is deployed and live it is very difficult 
and expensive to correct the problems. With a typical 15-20 year life of a server 
room facility, it is of paramount importance that the infrastructure is correct at 
the outset of any design and build project.

Workspace Technology Provides Server Room 
Consultancy Services for West Midlands Fire 
Services for its New Corporate Headquarters.
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How Workspace  Technology 

Limited  serve the 
Healthcare  Sector

Ensuring a quality environment of patient care is a core value for the healthcare 
industry. New technologies—from digital imaging to security-enhancing baby 
finders—are helping to develop new treatments, improve care, reduce errors and 
decrease operating costs.

To enable these technologies, healthcare facilities need a rock-solid physical ICT 
infrastructure to back-up their assets, one that combines resilience and energy 
efficiency. Our highly efficient data centre infrastructure solutions will assist the 
Government objectives to provide a ‘low carbon’ quality healthcare environment 
that is sustainable, resilient and safeguards high quality patient care.

Workspace Technology work with numerous clients from across the Healthcare 
sector to provide mission critical data centre infrastructure. As we deliver a 
complete 360-degree service it removes the high price tag associated with 
consultancy fees and you can be assured that our trusted and professional team 
will take care of the project leaving you to get on with helping the nation.

Possess legacy systems?
Repurposing– We can turn your old outdated legacy systems into a fit for 
purpose data centre by repurposing the space or we can install a prefabricated 
data centre solution that can be constructed offsite and deployed with minimal 
disruption.

Limited available investment?
Funding Options – We can provide a range of leasing options to assist with the 
funding of your project. By being able to spread the costs over a longer period 
will assist you in investing in a solution that not only meets your needs now but 
way into the future.

Lack of internal resource?
Dedicated Project Team – We remove the high cost associated with the 
employment of consultants enabling you to improve your value for money 
proposition. With our 360-degree service delivery your project will be in safe 
hands every step of the way.

Immediate access needed?
24/7 Accessibility– Our on-premise infrastructure enables complete control of 
your systems and data, preventing potential security breaches and unplanned 
downtime as well as immediate access to patient records.

Require downtime prevention?
Reliability – Continuity and resilience of essential critical clinical services across 
all hospital departments can be ensured through the utilisation of resilient 
power from generator sets to UPS systems preventing loss of patient data or 
operation schedules.



The old community hospital building in Cockermouth was over 100 years old, 
planning permission was granted for a new £11 million purpose built hospital. 
Providing medical, nursing rehabilitation and end of life care to enable local 
people to be cared for close to their homes the services were being delivered 
from temporary accommodation following the floods which devastated 
Cockermouth in November 2009. The new hospital would combine GP and 
community hospital services on one site. 

Due to the new development programme Cockermouth Community Hospital 
took the opportunity to invest in a new ‘essential power’ generator to support 
life supporting equipment and services for the new facility.

Workspace Technology worked closely with the Cumbria NHS Trust project 
team and electrical contractors to supply, deliver, install and commission a 
160kVA diesel generator set. A bespoke solution was designed to meet the 
demanding specification. Based on Workspace Technology’s WTL160 generator 
series a 160kVA/127kW prime rated, Automatic Mains Failure generator set 
was designed complete with a Stage 3A IVECO NEF67 TM 3A Diesel Engine, 
Mecc Alte ECO-38 2S.

Due to the location of the generator set within an underground plant room, 
there was only one external wall to supply air inlets and outlets, so a bespoke 
modification to a standard Workspace Power Generation generator set was 

engineered. This was achieved by fitting an 90oc air outlet turning duct 
complete with noise attenuation at a high level within the plant room and at 
ground level, low level air inlet attenuators.

Workspace Technology’s Remote Critical Power Monitoring service was also 
installed which enables remote monitoring of the generator set and fuel 
system. This is an essential service for organisations such as Cockermouth 
Hospital that demand continuous and reliable power availability. The Critical 
Power Monitoring Service delivers 24/365 monitoring for Cockermouth 
Hospital helping identify faults, track system utilisation and help avoid the 
failure of backup power technology, which is often caused by avoidable issues 
for example empty fuel tanks or low batteries.

Workspace Technology’s Remote Critical Power Monitoring ensures that 
Cockermouth Hospital generator system will start when needed, reducing 
on-site visits and delivering peace of mind utilising Deep Sea Electronics 
DSEWebNet technology.

The project team provided a complete installation service as part of the 
generator deployment. This included the decommissioning of the existing 
generator system and relocation to an alternative site. Our specialist 
engineers safely recovered 45 gallons (200 litres) of fuel which was ‘polished’ 
and recycled back into the old generator for continued use.

The new generator set not only provides reassurance that there will be 
continuity of critical services but the hospital are now operating more 
efficiently and have future proofed their power infrastructure. 

This was to allow operating air for the generator and to achieve an external 
noise level of 65dBA@1 metre. Eight metres of twinned wall stainless steel 
exhaust system was installed horizontally across the back of the plant room 
and exited vertically to open air, this was weather capped to prevent the 
ingress of rain water. The standard enclosure was supplied with a 250 litre 
base fuel tank delivering a run time of 9 hours at 80% load.
 
The WTL160 generator is controlled by a DeepSea 7320 controller and fitted 
with a 250A set mounted Motorised Circuit Breaker.
 

Cockermouth’s New £11 milllion 
Hospital and Health Centre Invested in 
‘Essential Power’ generator deployed 

by Workspace Technology



How Workspace  Technology 
Limited  serve the 
Local Authority4

Public Service organisations face unprecedented social, environmental 
and economic challenges to deliver the comprehensive range of services 
to its citizens and partners, and to also provide the infrastructure to 
attract sustainable business.

Workspace Technology’s highly resilient, efficient and secure Edge 
Hybrid Modular data centres provide complete business agility. Designed 
to protect your IT compute services that support your local network, 
public cloud connection, localised private cloud and production activities, 
including bandwidth intensive content and latency sensitive applications.
Where colocation facilities are also required, Workspace Technology can 
provide space within our own modern state-of-the-art colocation facility.

Do you…
Struggle for space? 
Repurposing – New technologies such as hyper-convergence reduce 
hardware content within the I.T. room resulting in the floor area occupied by 
the server room being reduced. Our design service can reduce your I.T. room 
space by up to 90%, providing additional space for operational activities. 

Have a limited budget? 
Funding Assistance – A range of leasing options are available to assist in 
the funding of your project to meet your individual needs as well as offering 
grant support. 

Have a legal obligation to be able to access records at any time? 
24/7 Access – By opting for an On-Premise Data Centre you will have full 
access and control over your data enabling you to access records as and 
when required at any time of the day and any day of the year. 

Need to invest for the future? 
Agility – Whatever your ICT strategy is based upon we are able to deliver 
an on-premise, colocation or hybrid data centre infrastructure that is fit for 
purpose, and future-proofed, which provides you with scalability and return 
on investment.



The Solution

Workspace Technology’s Modular Data Centre solution was ideal for erection within 
the open hanger providing the District Council with a clean, secure and fast 
alternative to traditional construction techniques.

To address the proximity of the data centre to vehicles and fuel storage it was
imperative that the building was suitability protected. Workspace Technology 
selected ModuSec the UK’s industry leading fire rated pre-engineered composite 
panel system to optimise protection of their IT compute equipment from fire, heat, 
water, smoke and attack. The building was also protected by a secondary vehicle 
barrier around its perimeter.

The District Council’s data centre design was based on Workspace Technology’s 
‘All-In-One’ architecture offering a complete turnkey solution ready to ‘rack and 
stack’ I.T equipment on handover. The data centre structure was fitted out with a 
raised access floor, FläktGroup MultiDenco DMA045 perimeter cooling down flow 
units, IG55 environmentally friendly fire suppression, equipment cabinets, power 
distribution and modular “hot swap” rack format Riello Multi Power UPS systems. 
The compact single aisle arrangement contributed to improved airflow efficiency 
and helped reduce the overall data centre footprint.

The installation was designed to support a total cooling capacity of 50kW N+1 
across seven equipment racks when fully populated. The facility power was backed 
up with a 100kVA Himoinsa generator and associated automatic transfer switching 
arrangements. 

The Modular Data Centre was server ready within less than eight weeks from 
project commencement significantly reducing timescales when compare to a bricks 
and mortar installation. The Success Workspace Technology’s design team worked 
tirelessly with the District Council to ensure every detail of the installation met 
their exacting requirements. By using Workspace Technology’s pre-engineered 
standardised modular design concepts, the installation rapidly progressed enabling 
critical deadlines to be met with ease.

Pete Wootton, who managed the project for Wyre Forest District Council 
commented “We are extremely pleased with the new data centre installation. 
The quality of build and finish certainly exceeded all our expectations and we 
now have a facility that will meet the District Council’s data centre needs for 
the foreseeable future.  Workspace Technology’s delivery team were a pleasure
to work with keeping us fully informed of progress at all times throughout the 
construction stage.”

The Challenge

As part of the redevelopment and renovation of historical buildings at the District 
Council’s Green Street Depot in Kidderminster, imminent demolitions were about 
to impact on the existing data centre driving the need to construct a new facility. A 
number of options were explored including the renovation and conversion of an old 
locker room, a Prefabricated Data Centre and a Modular Data Centre construction 
within an existing storage building. 

Workspace Technology worked closely with the Council to help them identify the 
most appropriate solution that would support their ongoing I.T requirements for the 
foreseeable future. The ability to meet short timescales were key to the success of 
the project in order to avoid redevelopment delays and potential disruption to the up 
and coming local elections.

The District Council opted for Workspace Technology’s industry leading Modular 
Mobile Data Centre Solution which would be located within a corner of a hanger 
previously used for the storage of tractors and lawnmower equipment. 

Wyre Forest District Council deploys new modular data centre at its 
Green Street depot to support I.T services for the next 15 to 20 years. 
Wyre Forest District Council covers the market towns of Bewdley, 
Kidderminster and Stourport-on-Severn along with many outlying 
villages; set amid a patchwork of rolling hills, meandering rivers, steep 
wooded valleys, orchards and ancient woodlands. The District Council 
looks after a wide range of services for its residents including waste, 
street and parking management as well as planning services. 
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How Workspace  Technology 

Limited  serve the 
Defence  Sector

Our specialised service offer delivers critical path infrastructure 
to a wide range of clients requiring secure solutions including the 
wMinistry of Defence, The Police Service, The Financial Services 
and other key elements of the Defence and Security Sector.

Our team possess a wealth of experience of delivering critical 
infrastructure to the Defence sector, many of our core personnel 
are ex-UK Military, SCIDA trained with a detailed understanding 
of compliance with MOD technical build standards 
(Defence Standards JSP).

Energy efficiency sits at the core of our solutions and will fulfil 
the obligations NGEC contractors hold regarding identification of 
energy savings initiatives. You can be assured that our collaborative 
approach will deliver robust solutions that will meet both your 
technical and commercial objectives.



Need to access data immediately? 
24/7 Access – By opting for our On-Premise Data Centre solution you will have full 
access and control over your data enabling you to access records as and when 
required with the added reassurance of complete security. With the latest edge data 
centre technology, latency challenges will be overcome as the data is closer to the 
end user speeding up associated processes and accessibility.

Can’t afford for equipment failure?
Resilience – We only use products from supply partners with recognised quality 
credentials and provide proven technology. All our data centre solutions are expertly 
engineered and all products used conform where applicable to the relevant British 
(EN) Standards and carry CE, WEEE and RoHS markings.

Need optimum security?
Security – All our installations comply with the requirements of JSP604 – 
Communication and Information Systems; JSP440 – Security; JSP375 – Health & 
Safety; CPNI & LPCB – Security Equipment & Infrastructure.

Need to relocate quickly?
Rapid Deployment – Our prefabricated modular data centre solutions provide 
complete flexibility, delivering a scalable approach to data centre planning and 
design allowing pods to be pre-engineered, tested and commissioned prior to 
delivery.

Workspace Technology in Partnership with Amey 
Deploys New UK Energy Efficient Data Centre 
for Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO)

The DIO plays a vital role in supporting our armed forces by building, 
maintaining and servicing all the critical infrastructure required to 
support the MOD and its operations. The DIO recognised that their 
legacy data centre was inefficient and unsustainable for current use 
and future growth. As a result, they initiated a systematic program to 
enable a streamlined mechanism to deliver the project, modernise and 
improve the physical critical infrastructure, reduce energy 
consumption and increase operational efficiency including reducing 
the frequency of maintenance schedules.

Defence Sector 



The Challenge

The DIO selected specialist data centre design and build 
contractor Workspace Technology, working in partnership with 
Amey, to provide them with the DIO’s ‘Next Generation’ data 
centre that would be used as the design blueprint for all 
forthcoming data centre projects.

The design needed to meet the requirements of both the MOD 
‘spend to save’ initiative and that of the Defence Sustainable 
Development Strategy. A key requirement is to utilise new energy 
efficient technology that reduces energy consumption, delivers 
operational excellence, resilience and security enablng maximum 
value for the tax payer’s pound.

The Solution

Workspace Technology delivered the project which included 
designing a diverse, highly efficient modular infrastructure. The 
project saw the construction of a room with secure modular 
composite panels, electrical switchgear & distribution, expansion 
of existing Schneider Electric/APC UPS systems, equipment racks, 
aisle containment, structured cabling and InRow cooling systems. 
Also deployed was a 400kVA generator set with custom built 
external switchgear. All installations were completed in-line with 
current MOD JSP standards.

A complete wrap around 24/7 planned preventative and 
emergency call-out maintenance and optimisation support 
package formed part of the project offering providing complete 
peace of mind. The required level of security combined with rapid 
construction deployment were crucial to the success of the 
project. Workspace Technology selected a specialist 
‘pre-engineered’ unique high security composite system 
delivering robust levels of security; protecting against attack, fire, 
water and temperature. This industry leading UK manufactured 
product ensured full compliance creating the ‘white space’ for the 
internal data centre fit out phase.

A strict design, review and agreement regime was implemented by 
Workspace Technology throughout the project to ensure that the 
delivery team were able to engineer to absolute levels of 
accuracy, which ensured first time success. This was supported by 
input from our ex-military engineers who ensured our full 
compliance with the latest MOD JSP standards for all aspects of 
the design.

The Benefits 

Through the incorporation of specialist energy monitoring 
technology, the latest in energy efficient devices, including UPS 
and PDU systems, combined and operated by real time Data 
Centre Infrastructure Management (DCIM) platform, the DIO 
operates a data centre that performs at an industry leading level 
of efficiency of sub 1.25 PUE compared to the original PUE level 
of 2.0.

The DIO’s investment in their new energy efficient and scalable 
micro data centre facility is forecasted to save approximately 
£100,000 a year on energy costs. Through the successful 
investment in effective network critical physical infrastructure 
(NCPI), the facility’s efficiency has almost doubled. This has
resulted in a significant reduction in carbon emissions and 
overall power consumption within this next generation, scalable 
and adaptable network environment, which is ready to support 
ever changing operational IT requirements. 

Additionally, the DIO now has a data centre design that can be 
easily replicated without the requirement for additional 
investment in future consultant costs.



Our range of expertise enables us to offer our 
unrivalled Pentagon 360 service providing 
Consultancy, Design, Build, Maintenance & 
Support completely 100% in-house across the UK. 

Quality is key to our success therefore we only utilise 
innovative and proven technology from reputable 
manufacturing partners to ensure that our data centres run 
as efficiently as possible, helping to achieve your 
sustainability targets by reducing your carbon footprint.

Our professional team of engineers are committed to service 
excellence and our Maintenance & Support Services deliver a 
comprehensive range of expert 24/7 planned preventative 
maintenance & emergency callout, remote monitoring, 
optimisation and facilities management services. 

At Workspace Technology, our vision is clear; ‘to be your 
trusted partner for the delivery of mission critical 
infastructure through the expert design of contemporary 
data centre solutions’. 

Simply contact us today to find out more about our data
centre services and see how we can support you with your 
mission critical infastructure and put you ahead of the game. 

Workspace Technology Limited 
Unit 10, Reddicap Trading Estate,
Sutton Coldfield 
West Midlands, B75 7BU

Tel: 0121 354 4894 
Email: sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com 


